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American Roots
The 5S System is designed for flexibility and integration 
with many other popular workplace efficiency systems and 
programs. This is because so many share similar goals 
and may actually originate from the same American or 
Japanese system. One of the most widely used is Lean or 
Lean Manufacturing. A derivative of Japan’s Just-In-Time 
Production (JIT), Lean is popularly used around the world 
today to improve overall industrial workflow efficiencies. 

Just as Lean has taken many ideas from popular Japanese 
systems, JIT and others like it have their roots in early- to 
mid-20th century American industrial inventions. Ford Motor 
Company’s assembly line and business-applied statistics 
both played leading roles in Japan’s post-WWII industrial 
revolution.

JapaneSe  
TermS

engLiSh  
TranSLaTionS 5S TermS DefiniTionS

Seiri Tidiness SorT Throw away rubbish and unrelated materials.

Seiton orderliness SeT in orDer Set things in proper place for quick retrieval and storage.

Seiso Cleanliness Shine Clean the workplace. Everyone should be a janitor.

Seiketsu Standardization STanDarDiZe Standardize the way of maintaining cleanliness.

Shitsuke Discipline SUSTain Make it a way of life. This means commitment.

5S teRmS tRAnSLAted

Japanese innovation
Since Japanese factories first began implementing an early 
form of 5S decades ago, they experienced unprecedented 
levels of efficiency, safety, and growth. 5S is even credited 
with helping Japanese factories eclipse American industrial 
output and product quality. By the mid-1980s, managers 
at America’s largest factories were taking serious notice of 
Japan’s success and began rapidly applying similar systems 
and methods. One of these systems is known globally today 
as 5S. Once U.S. factories began implementing 5S, managers 
saw many of the same dramatic gains in efficiency and 
reductions in cost —previously seen only in Japan.

The term 5S originates from five Japanese words starting 
with the letter S. They are Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu and 
Shitsuke. Literally translated, Seiri means tidiness, Seiton 
means orderliness, Seiso means cleanliness, Seiketsu means 
standardization, and Shitsuke means discipline. To simplify 
the system further, five English terms starting with the letter S 
were substituted to describe each element. 

They are Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize, and 
Sustain. Not all facilities use these exact words in their own 
implementation and may substitute terms better suited for 
their own specific applications.

5S OveRview
The 5S System is one of a number of Lean Manufacturing tools designed to help improve workplace efficiency through facility 
organization. Its early beginnings can be traced to management methods developed and applied during the American Industrial 
Revolution. Many early methods were later improved upon in Japan during post-WWII reconstruction. Each now plays a role in 
helping managers and workers throughout the world systematically achieve greater organization, standardization, and efficiency. 

Factory workers in Japan led the world in production efficiency by first 
applying a number of early efficiency systems developed in America. 
In recent decades, Japanese managers and workers improved these 
systems with many new efficiency innovations.
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5S OveRview

implementation
Industrial facilities throughout the world are transforming to 
Lean and other popular efficiency-improving techniques by 
implementing 5S first. Managers are finding they can use 
5S to identify and correct workplace inefficiencies before 
taking on the more complex and universally-applied Lean 
systems. Some 5S steps may even duplicate those used in 
Lean. However, 5S can lay a solid foundation so Lean yields 
better results.

A Cycle of efficiency

5S is comprised of five easy-to-remember steps, as described 
in the flowchart below. Each step plays an integral role in 
helping facilities successfully implement and sustain the 
system. Once each step has been implemented, 5S should 
function indefinitely. To achieve this level of sustained 
success, managers and workers must embrace the system. 
They do so by integrating 5S methods and techniques into 
their daily work routines. 

Keep in mind, reaching the system’s final step only 
concludes implementation. 5S should continue to cycle 
through previous steps, as appropriate, so a facility remains 
organized for maximum efficiency. Before moving forward on 
any facility reorganization, seek the consent of all potentially 
affected managers (maintenance, safety, production, etc). 
Staff involvement greatly helps facilitate the transition to 
5S and may even provide new and more effective ideas for 
implementation.

team Building

Implementation of 5S begins with the creation of an internal 
committee of 5S team leaders. This group is assigned to 
actively manage and support the system from Sort through 
Sustain. Depending on a facility’s size, a team may be 
as small as a single individual or include a broad cross 
section of managers and workers with diverse facility roles. 
Individuals with strong leadership skills should be considered 
as top candidates for this team. 

Once the team has been organized, they can move forward 
by developing a formal 5S plan. All facility employees are 
encouraged to actively participate in 5S. This requires 
proper training and education so employees understand how 
implementation will improve the workplace. Eventually, each 
employee’s role in 5S will be well-defined so it seamlessly 
integrates with normal work routines.

5S flowchart

1. Sort

2. SEt IN orDEr

3. SHINE4. StANDArDIZE

5. SUStAIN
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Benefits
For facility managers, one of the main benefits of 
implementing 5S is the resulting data team leaders will 
collect and refer to. Data collection is an integral part of 
5S and can be used to track and correct many workplace 
inefficiencies. Management can use this data to make 
appropriate changes so goals are achieved and all-around 
facility efficiency is improved. Of course, collecting good data 
requires good record keeping. Each work area should be 
documented with “before-and-after” photographs. Individual 
duty task-times, among other record keeping, should be 
recorded to ensure accuracy.

Keep detailed Records

Data collection should focus on routine work area duties. 
As collection progresses, inefficiencies will become more 
apparent so corrections in work routines are accurately 
made. 5S team leaders will use this documentation to 
promote 5S and even advocate increased application once 
implementation is complete. Make sure to share before-and-
after data and photographs with workers so they see the 
fruits of their labor. 

Over the life of 5S, both short-term and long-term goals can 
be achieved. Along the way, many unforeseen benefits are 
likely to appear. Some may not be immediately apparent, but 
over a period of months or even years they become evident. 
For example, workplace injuries are often reduced over time. 
This, in turn, may positively influence other elements of a 
facility. Safer work routines may lower health care costs. This, 
in-turn, will increase production by reducing sick-leave. The 
list of long-term benefits can be quite extensive, but also 
unique to individual facilities.

unforeseen Benefits

A national truck trailer manufacturer credits 5S for 
reducing workplace accidents and related sick leave. The 
manufacturer said in a 2003 article by Rick Weber of 
Trailer-BodyBuilders.com that 5S helped reduce the OSHA 
recordable incident rate by 44 percent—bringing it well below 
the industry average. The drop also resulted in a 50 percent 
reduction in the manufacturer’s days-away-from-work.

Statistics like these may seem unachievable at your facility. 
Nonetheless, facilities around the world are experiencing 
dramatic results from a properly implemented and sustained 
5S system.

Keeping detailed records of work area routines is critical to achieving  
5S success.

TYpiCaL

5S
BenefiTS

Decreases 
• Injuries

• Production costs

• Downtime

• Defects

• Supplier mistakes

• Underutilized workers

• Inefficient transportation

• Training/orientation time

• Tools/inventory searches

• Inventory storage costs

• Inefficient work routines

• Underutilized floor space

increases 
• Safety and 

morale

• Product quality

• Equipment life
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5S OveRview

visual Communication
Visual communication is one of the most effective ways 
to improve a facility’s organization and efficiency. In 5S, 
it’s used to bring organization to the system and help 
guide workers through the various steps. Everything from 
procedural labels to wayfinding arrows can be displayed at 
strategic facility locations to help workers independently 
follow the 5S system.

effective Signage

Facilities use visual communication (signs, labels, and other 
devices) to give workers clear and accurate identification of 
locations, procedures, hazards, inventories, equipment, and 
tools. Ultimately, this results in greater efficiency and lower 
costs.

Visual communication is the key to 5S success and plays 
a leading role in helping turn a traditional manufacturing 
system into a Lean one. This technique will be introduced in 
the second step of the system, or Set in Order. 

Labels and signs are known to be especially effective 
efficiency tools and are ideal for helping to correct many 
common process issues. Inefficiencies in the workplace 
appear to be a significant problem. A 2008 survey by 
Microsoft® found workers waste an average of more than two 
hours per-day.

Why is this phenomenon occurring and what can be done 
to change it? Often, reasons can be traced back to a lack 
of proper visual communication. In many facilities, workers 
are unable to complete simple tasks because necessary 
information is unavailable. When this occurs, work 
completion is unpredictable and production suffers.  
In most cases, workers have varying levels of knowledge 
about a facility and rely on written directions to complete 
tasks. Visually communicating the contents of inventory and 
tool storage is especially beneficial in reducing delays in 
work.

Consistent visual Style

Developing a workplace where inventories, materials, tools, 
and equipment are all clearly and consistently identified 
effectively reduces wasted time. The impact of proper visual 
communication can often be far-reaching and is known to 
boost productivity, quality levels, customer satisfaction, while 
reducing workplace injuries.

Use 5S to improve workplace efficiency, organization, and cleanliness through visual communication
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Red-tagging
An item’s frequency of use provides excellent criteria for 
determining its value to a work area. By recording usage 
dates, each item’s true value can be established. As one 
would expect, regularly used items are kept, while items 
rarely used receive greater consideration for removal. 

Items found to meet the criteria for removal are marked 
using a visual communication method known as red-tagging. 
Nonessential items are identified with a preprinted red tag. 
Items marked for removal must then be logged into a record 
book. Red tags should provide space to briefly describe 
proper sorting actions, document an item’s removal date, 
and log a number for tracking. Actions are generally displayed 
on red tags as a checklist and describe whether an item 
should be returned, moved, or discarded. 

Store red tagged items in red-tag zones near work areas. 
Ensure each zone is visually identified. This allows work area 
personnel to easily locate and identify work area red-tag 
zones and understand their purpose.

Reduce workplace Clutter
A build-up of unnecessary items is a serious issue in any 
facility. Clutter impairs productivity, creates hazards and 
frustrates workers by limiting job performance.

Eliminating clutter can go a long way in reducing many 
inefficiencies and other workplace issues. Carry out Sort by 
establishing criteria for item removal. Start by prioritizing 
items already known to be useless or a needless hazard. 
Items which cannot be completely eliminated may require 
off-site storage.

Each item’s purpose, uniqueness, and importance to job 
function should be evaluated and documented as criteria for 
removal. Unnecessary items will then become more obvious, 
including duplications, allowing sorting to be accomplished 
with greater efficiency.

Once work area red-tag zones are created, divide them into 
two sections. Dedicate one section to unused items and the 

 SteP One: SORt
In 5S, Sort is the first step in implementation. The goal is to evaluate all facility inventories and tools so needless items, 
redundancies and hazards can be sorted from the work area. Workers will need to be trained for red-tagging. Sort’s value to the 
workplace and entire facility must be explained so Sort becomes an integral part of work routines. 

other to infrequently used items. This helps organize red-
tagged items by value. Hazardous materials may require a 
separate zone so they can be safely stored.

Limit item storage time to no longer than five days in work 
area red-tag zones. This allows items to be retrieved, should 
they be found to be essential. After the time period expires, 
items should be moved to a central red-tag zone. Work area 
personnel may still retrieve items from this final stop, but 
again, for only a limited time.

Printed red tags make it easy to identify unnecessary items for removal, 
tracking, and to provide additional information.
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SteP One: SORt

dispose of unused items 
Finally, a facility should dispose of all items remaining in 
central red-tag zones through donation, recycling, disposal, 
or resale. To make Sort as efficient as possible, visually 
communicate directions wherever helpful. Red-tag storage 
locations and directions can be printed onto a label or sign 
for clear indication and easy accessibility. 

Finally, create a Sort checklist for workers to follow so tasks 
are completed independently and as part of daily work 
routines.

Put Sort into Action:
1. Record work area duty task times and photograph work 

areas prior to 5S implementation.

2. Establish criteria for sorting.

3. Dedicate space to a work area red-tag storage zone.

4. Red tag, document, and move items to these zones.

5. Relocate items to a central red-tag zone once established 
time has expired.

Use PathFinder floor marking tapes to create red tag zones and extend 
your color-coding system to the floor. Call 877.534.5157 for more 
information.

5S Solution Package*

• Facilitator Digital Media CD
• Preparation Guide
• Facilitator Guide
• Participant Workbooks
• Red Tags
• Red Tag Register
• 5S 30 Day Action Log
• 5S Map
• 5S Sustained Schedule
• 5S Evaluation & Review
• 5S Poster
• 7 Wastes of  

Operation Poster
*5S Solution Package may also be  
purchased separately. 

Reduce Waste and Inefficiency
Toro 5S Solution Kit will get you started on transforming your facility's 
efficiency. Kit includes Toro label printer, selected supplies, and a 
comprehensive collection of 5S guides and materials (5S Solution Package*).

Call today and 
customize your kit!

877.534.5157

877.534.5157 | DuraLabel.com



For your DuraLabeL Printers

Get the right supply for almost 
any surface in any environment! 
No other brand of printer has as many types 
of supply.

Toughness Tested for:
•	Compliance with industry standards

•	Rain & moisture resistance

•	Indoor/outdoor lighting conditions

•	Abrasion resistance

•	Chemical resistance

•	Overall longevity & durability

Call today and get the supplies you need!

DuraLabel.com
877.534.5157

5O+SUPPLIES 
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Work area Date initials

SorT impLemenTaTion CheCKLiST QUiCK referenCe STepS

___ Workplace photographed prior to 5S implementation
___ Red-tagging supervisor selected
___ Duty task-times recorded prior to implementation
___ Logbook created for red-tagging records
___ Criteria established and time allotted for sorting
___ Red-tag zones designated near work areas
___ Work-area red-tag zones well marked
___ Nonessential items red-tagged for removal
___ Nonessential items in work area red-tag zones
___ Logbook updated
___ Central red-tag zone established and marked
___ Red-tag zone storage times established
___ Duty task-times recorded

1 reD-Tagging preparaTion

A. Identify items known to be unnecessary

B. Consider tagging items rarely used

C. Identify items unnecessarily duplicated

D. Identify items found to have no function

2 Begin impLemenTaTion

A. Designate items and fill out red tags

B. Securely attach red tags to items

C. Safely move red-tag items to work area zone

D. Allow personnel to review and retrieve items

3 “WorK area” reD-Tag ZoneS 4 “CenTraL” reD-Tag Zone

A. Dedicate a space for work area red-tag zone

B. Ensure space is adequate and easily accessible

C. Clearly mark with signs and floor tape to eliminate confusion

D. Set storage expirations, so items rotate out regularly

E. Divide into “infrequently” and “unused” sections

A. Dedicate a space for central red-tag zone

B. Ensure space is adequate and easily accessible

C. Clearly mark with signs and floor tape

D. Set storage expirations, so items rotate out regularly

E. Divide work area red-tag zones by type

regULar WorK DUTY TaSK TimeS

name  Duty Time (min:Sec)

SteP One: SORt

SORt - RefeRenCe fORm 1 goal:   Eliminate nonessential workplace items
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A Place for everything
From hammers to forklifts, every necessary item inside and 
around a facility requires a dedicated place for storage. 
This way workers easily find items and wasteful searching is 
eliminated. Items stored at unreasonable distances from work 
areas should be relocated to closer proximities. Having close 
access to tools and supplies decreases wasted time and 
reduces workplace injuries. In some cases, installing modular 
shelving and cabinets provides a solution. Well organized 
storage makes it easy to identify, find and move contents.

Tackling this step requires active participation by all 5S team 
leaders. Ensure regularly scheduled team meetings are being 
held. Leaders can use this time to discuss progress and share 
ideas for improvements. Keep in mind, nonessential items will 
continue to be discovered and require red-tagging. This means 
returning to Sort when necessary.

Review Storage 
In this step, team leaders must evaluate existing facility visual 
communication to ensure new storage locations are properly 
labeled and accurately display their contents. If in-house label 
and sign standards do not already exist, team leaders should 
establish them. The goal is to provide uniformity and proper 
visibility so workers immediately find what they’re looking 
for. Make sure to research existing ANSI and OSHA design 
standards before developing in-house standards. Knowing 

national safety sign design standards in advance will help 
eliminate conflicts. Common design standards are described 
in OSHA’s 29 CFR §1910.145 and ANSI Z535. Standards for 
new and very different designs can then be created for all 
non-hazard facility labels and signs. Present sample colors, 
and designs to workers so they may test legibility and provide 
feedback. Sign size, graphics, colors and text should all be 
standardized by useful categories to ensure uniformity. Each 
standard can then be tailored to meet a facility’s individual 
needs.

in-house Standards 
Once in-house visual communication standards are 
established, ensure existing signs and labels comply. In 
some cases, this will mean removing and replacing existing 
labels and signs to create facility-wide compliance. At some 
locations a combination of signage and auditory devices may 
be beneficial. Auditory devices are especially useful when 
storage locations contain hazards.

Throughout Set in Order, be sure to track storage locations 
with a logbook. Keeping a written record prevents lost or 
misplaced storage. Educate workers to recognize locations 
where labels and signs would be beneficial. When found, 
workers should be encouraged to notify 5S team leaders. 
Respond to workers’ requests as soon as possible to foster 
continued 5S participation.

 SteP twO: Set in ORdeR
Once Sort is complete, 5S team leaders can begin to move forward on a more comprehensive system of organization. Known as 
Set in Order, this step is dedicated to helping a facility find permanent storage locations for every item and visually identifying 
their locations.

DuraLabel.com | 877.534.5157

Large or small, on-site or off-site—create all the 
signs and labels needed for your 5S overhaul  
with the DuraLabel 9000 Print Station.

DuraLabel 9OOO Print Station
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SteP twO: Set in ORdeR

inventory & material
• Adhere HazCom 2012 labels onto hazardous storage 

containers.

• Install modular shelving/cabinets to improve organization 
and visibility.

• Use flexible storage so changes are easy.

• Mark warehouse floors to show storage boundaries.

• Clearly identify contents of pipes, valves, tanks and storage 
cylinders.

• Identify new storage locations for tools and inventory.

• Tag utilities and related gauges with proper identification 
and procedures.

• Ensure safety issues and hazards are properly marked.

• Label safety stations with instructions.

workflow
• Indicate workflow directions with signage.

• Place facility maps at strategic locations.

• Provide signage with legends to simplify instruction.

Procedures/inspections
• Label electrical equipment for fast recognition.

• Describe equipment operation with signage.

• Keep labels consistent across your facility.

• Consider electronic visual and auditory alerts, where 
beneficial.

• Durable, full-color labels and signs, 
ideal for GHS/HazCom 2012

• Two trays for two types of supply—
ready to print on labels or plain paper

• Label sizes from 2" x 2" to 8.3" x 10.7"

• LED print technology means no drying 
time, just print and post

Catalyst Synthetic Stock is British Standard 
(BS) 5609 certified: 1986 Section 2 
Maritime and Laboratory Performance of 
Label Base Materials for Drum Labeling.

Need full-color labels? 
Create full-color GHS/HazCom 2012 compliant labels, facility maps, 
equipment labels, and more at the touch of a button with Catalyst.

TM

DuraLabel.com 
877.534.5157



LITE
Versatile & 
Economical

REFLECT
Increase 
Visibility 

FLEX
Tough & 
Pliable

PRINT
Preprinted or 
Customized

Floor Marking,
WayFinding, & 
SaFety tape

FloorMarking.com  |  877.534.5157

Discover your path to safety
Put floor marking to work in your facility. 
Visit us online to discover which solutions 
are right for you.

by Graphic products, inc

PathFinder floor marking and wayfinding safety solutions. 
PathFinder materials provide the versatility and durability to 
solve any safety communication challenge. Let us help you 
discover your path to safety. Call our support team today to 
identify which tape is best for you.  877.534.5157

PATHFINDER by Graphic Products, Inc.

TREAD
Slip 
Prevention

RIGID
Maximum 
Durability 

GLOW
Emergency 
& Egress
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Work area Date initials

QUiCK referenCe STepS Log of iTemS reLoCaTeD

1 DoCUmenT haZarDS, TooLS, anD inVenTorY
item new Location

(use landmark)
A. Prioritize regularly used items for labeling/signage

B. Evaluate effectiveness of current labeling/signage

C. Develop uniformity in all labeling/signage

D. Focus on providing easily identifiable labeling/signage

2 enSUre pipeS anD UTiLiTieS are CLearLY iDenTifieD

A. Mark pipes so regulations and standards are met

B. Mark with appropriately sized labels/signs

C. Lockout/Tagout appropriate utilities with identifiable labeling/
signage

D. Properly identify pipes or utilities containing hazards

3 properLY iDenTifY SafeTY haZarDS

A. Review governing codes and standards for labels and signs

B. Ensure hazard labels/signs meet regulations and standards

C. Review workplace features to identify hazardous areas

D. Document worker identified hazards and mark appropriately

4 prioriTiZe regULarLY USeD iTemS for LaBeLing

A. Document regularly used items with dates to determine necessity

B. Locate higher value items and store in close proximity to work area

C. Properly label tools and inventory storage areas

D. Identify wall stored tools with “Shadow Labeling”

5 LaBeL UTiLiTY anD eQUipmenT gaUgeS

A. Ensure utility labels/signs meet regulations and standards

B. Check for appropriate utility label/sign size 

C. Mark utilities with easily identifiable labeling/signage

D. Ensure utilities containing hazards are properly identified

6 inSpeCT perSonaL proTeCTion eQUipmenT

A. Ensure OSHA standards are met

B. Evaluate PPE reliability and condition

C. Document and correct issues found

D. Train all workers on proper use

Set in ORdeR - RefeRenCe fORm 2 goal:   Dedicate storage areas for all workplace items

SteP twO: Set in ORdeR
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Clean it up
A poorly kept workplace is a clear sign of inefficiency. 
Workers and machines operating in dirty environments 
don’t function at peak performance, and issues like leaks, 
squeaks, and vibrations often go overlooked. Ultimately, the 
result is losses in production and money. The ripple effect 
from these inefficiencies can be far reaching and negatively 
influence an entire facility. By eliminating these issues, 
workers are more productive and remain safer on the job.

True facility cleaning requires more than just simple 
sweeping and dusting. All debris or contaminants that do 
not belong in the workplace must be eliminated. Dust, dirt, 
and fluids all fall into this category and require containment 
or removal.

Workers must have access to the right cleaning supplies to 
put Shine into action. These are supplies for use in specific 
work areas and on specific equipment. Workers will need 
a detailed cleaning checklist describing Shine duties. Post 
this list within each work area. Desks, equipment, tools, 

inventories, storage areas, floors, and lighting are all common 
work area items requiring regular cleaning as part of Shine.

Help workers embrace Shine by providing well-defined 
cleaning periods with published schedules. Make Shine a 
routine so workers quickly grow to accept these duties and 
are regularly reminded of their importance.

Where possible, assign cleaning responsibilities to workers 
in each work area. When charged with maintaining the tools 
and equipment they use, workers will have greater pride 
in their work and surroundings. Workers should be held 
accountable for issues arising in their work areas. Encourage 
them to continually monitor the cleanliness of their work 
areas as well as neighboring spaces. This aids in identifying 
even the tiniest abnormalities and pre-failure conditions 
sooner.

Beyond Clean
Maintaining Shine in the workplace goes well beyond basic 
cleaning. Workers should participate in making basic repairs 
to all visible surfaces during scheduled cleaning times. This 
may include repainting equipment, walls, floors, or any other 
visible work area surfaces.

The benefits of Shine may not be immediately apparent. Its 
impact on a facility, however, will often ripple well beyond 
work areas. Shine is known to positively influence entire 
facilities. Non-manufacturing departments such as sales or 
IT, can experience real benefits from Shine.

Cleaner work environments improve morale and safety, and 
also motivate workers to maintain work areas. Shine is a 
never-ending step and 5S team leaders must work diligently 
to continuously monitor work areas for issues. Like the 
domino effect, overlooking the tiniest amount of dirt leads to 
growing problems. When Shine is properly implemented, dirt 
and debris are removed daily so previously unforeseen issues 
are more evident. Issues can then be fixed sooner and lost 
time reduced. 

When issues do occur, the most comprehensive solution 
is absolute elimination of all sources of contamination. 
Although complete elimination is rarely possible in the 
industrial workplace, integrating additional efficiency 
improving methods into Shine may help wherever cleanliness 
goals are not being achieved.

 SteP thRee: Shine
This step refers to the critical cleaning and basic maintenance duties workers incorporate into their daily routines. Once in place, 
Shine becomes an invaluable organizational step integrated into daily work routines.

Use DuraLabel supplies to create shadowboards for a quick visual 
reminder of where each tool should reside. Let us help you with your 
organization project. 877.534.5157
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SteP thRee: Shine

Poka-yoke
There are a number of mistake-proofing methods managers 
can use to trace and resolve reoccurring issues. These 
methods are useful tools in 5S. Two of the more popular 
methods include poka-yoke (Mistake-Proofing) and Root-
Cause-Analysis (RCA). Poka-yoke is a well-known Japanese 
method, designed to permanently eliminate reoccurring 
errors from the workplace. Like 5S, leaders follow simple 
steps to achieve desired goals. Poka-yoke, however, is 
usually implemented as the result of an individual error and 
not proactively applied facility wide.

In brief, poka-yoke is implemented once an error occurs. 
Leaders research the error and associated operations. 
All possible reasons for its occurrence are analyzed and 
documented. This information is then used to identify losses 
in terms of time and money, and to design and implement a 
fix for the problem.

Root-Cause-Analysis (RCA) is another method 5S team 
members can use to trace errors to the “what,” “how,” 
and “why.” What caused an error and how it occurred are 
believed to be easily identifiable in RCA. Discovering why 
an error occurred often requires more effort, but yields the 
majority of necessary information for correction. A general 
belief that “errors do not just happen” is strongly advocated 
in RCA. Leaders embrace this belief and use it as motivation 
to trace errors to a well-defined cause. 

Once a worker is linked to an error they are asked to 
describe each step they took that may have led to an error. 
The worker is then asked to explain what led them to make 
incorrect choices. Eventually, an error’s root cause becomes 
evident and 5S Team Leaders can use this information 
to revise procedures and eliminate reoccurrences. Poka-
yoke, RCA, or both, may be used during any step in a 5S 
implementation. 

Put Shine into Action:
1. Photograph workplace before implementing Shine.

2. Explain Shine to workers and set goals.

3. Develop a uniform test to evaluate cleanliness.

4. Stock appropriate cleaning supplies for work areas.

5. Post a calendar of Shine days and times in work areas.

6. Post a calendar of Shine inspections.

7. Assign cleaning and self-monitoring duties.

8. Implement by cleaning and eliminating small 
imperfections.

9. Post duty task-times.

10. Finish by photographing work areas.

Make it easier to keep your facility clean by marking designated 
equipment and storage areas with floor tape. Call today and ask about 
PathFinder floor marking, wayfinding, and safety tape.

Keep it Clean. 
Ensure you have a spill response plan to 
contain and clean up any size or kind of spill.

Be prepared with SpillArrest.

graphicproducts.com | 877.534.5157

SpillArrest | Containment Supplies
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Shine impLemenTaTion CheCKLiST QUiCK referenCe STepS

___  Photograph workplace prior to Shine implementation

___  Develop a uniform inspection method to track progress

___  Explain Shine to workers as a group and establish goals

___  Seek worker input on criteria used to evaluate work areas

___  Begin by cleaning and eliminating small imperfections

___  Review work area with personnel to establish complete Shine 
duty list

___  Seek Shine list input and approval from managers

___  Develop a cleaning duty inspection checklist

___  Stock appropriate cleaning supplies for work area

___  Assign cleaning and self-monitoring responsibilities

___  Rotate Shine duties amongst all work-area personnel

___  Post calendar of Shine dates and times in work area

___  Assign 5S team leaders to monitor first Shine period

___  Be available to answer questions and resolve cleaning issues

___  Focus on implementing more general Shine duties first

___  Expand Shine cleaning duties over time

___  Consider incorporating small repairs and painting into Shine 
duties

___  During inspections, seek input from workers

___  Act on worker suggestions once manager-approved

___  Record duty task-times and photograph workplace

1 Shine preparaTion

A. Eliminate obvious unclean areas

B. Remove garbage regularly

C. Create list of contaminants for removal

D. Create a list of locations to be checked daily

2 Shine impLemenTaTion

A. Provide proper non-damaging solvents

B. Stock appropriate amount of cleaning supplies

C. Assign individual to maintain supplies

D. Ensure cleaning supplies will be accessible

3 Shine CaLenDar

A. Create calendar with dates and times marked

B. Rotate dates and times to eliminate conflicts

C. Educate workers on proper procedures

D. Develop cleaning checklist for work area

E. Post calendar in work area for reference

regULar WorK DUTY TaSK TimeS

name  Duty Time (min:Sec)

Work area Date initials

Shine - RefeRenCe fORm 3 goal:   Maintain a clean and safe work environment

SteP thRee: Shine
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formulate Standards
Regular 5S team leader meetings should be used to 
formulate facility-wide 5S standards. Managers should 
consult workers for input during Standardize. Unnecessary 
or obsolete duties can then be pared from the list.

Once a formal duty list is developed, seek management 
approval for a standardized implementation. All potentially 
affected managers (maintenance, safety, production, etc.) 
should have an opportunity to review duty lists prior to 
implementation.

Once management has approved a list, work area 
maintenance standards can be uniformly applied throughout 

a facility. These new duty assignments and related 
checklists should be shared with workers and implemented 
immediately. Ensure assigned duties are strategically posted 
within work areas so they are clearly displayed and easy to 
reference. Duties can then be completed autonomously, 
decreasing management requirements and clarifying worker 
responsibilities.

Many other elements of the 5S System also require 
standardization. Document these standards and post them 
at strategic facility locations. As an example, in-house visual 
communication standards now should be documented. 
Minimum and maximum fonts and pictogram sizes should be 
described, along with a standardized system of color-coding.

 SteP fOuR: StAndARdize
The backbone of the 5S System is “Standardize.” This step helps facilities program previous steps into routine tasks. 
Standardizing steps also helps create uniformity in the workplace so 5S duties are seamlessly integrated into daily, weekly, and 
monthly work schedules.
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SteP fOuR: StAndARdize

Color-Coding
Colors help rapidly convey information to workers and 
others. Create a standardized color scheme in which colors 
are associated with hazard or safety categories, then 
communicate this scheme to employees so that all visual 
communication follows these standards. Post a printed 
legend for 5S visual communication at strategic facility 
locations. Make sure to follow all governing codes and 
standards. Reserve colors already established by OSHA/ANSI 
for their respective safety issues. This will reduce confusion 
and help increase recognition.

Workers must be encouraged to familiarize themselves with 
these new 5S label and sign standards. Adhere to them 
whenever new labels and signs are printed. Foster facility-
wide acceptance by rarely changing color standards. 

Continual Application
All steps in the 5S System should be continually applied 
to achieve total Standardization. Even though work 
environments will change over the life of a facility, each 
step must continue to function and be adapted to change. 
5S team leaders should help the system evolve by involving 
workers in 5S meetings and seeking ideas to continually 
improve 5S standards. The net result is a system that 
remains relevant and is always helping a facility be the most 
efficient and safest workplace possible.

A 5S Standard Color Code Guide, like 
the one below, is available free from 
Graphic Products.

5S Standard Color Code

equipment & inventory
Blue

Machines, inventory lines & signs, inspection points, 
notices, OSHA compliance

Safety
Green

Safety equipment, first aid, safety posters, recycle 
containers, exits, OSHA compliance

Defects & fire
Red

Scrap containers, firefighting equipment locations, 
sprinkler piping, tags for unused items

Total process management
White

Repair tools, total process  
management materials,  
cleanliness

Standards
Yellow or Orange

Machine guards, aisle walkways, operation standards, 
handrails & guardrails, cautions, warnings, 
OSHA compliance

racks & Storage
Gray

Racks, warehouse,  
mold skids

This is a suggested color scheme for color-coding your facility. Other colors may be 
used.  It is not a substitute for review of applicable standards.

877.534.5157  |  DuraLabel.com

Graphic Products®, DuraLabel®, PathFinder®, Toro®, Bronco® and Lobo® are Registered Trademarks of Graphic Products, Inc. ©2006, 2014 Graphic Products, Inc. All rights reserved.
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SteP fOuR: StAndARdize

Standardize duty Lists
In the following sample duty lists, SHINE duties are organized on a spreadsheet and printed onto a label for posting within 
individual work areas:

5S Shine DUTieS (monDaY SWing-ShifT)

JoB DeSCripTion perSonneL STarT Time

STORE Ensure all work-area items are in proper storage locations NICK 11:15pm

SWEEP Sweep and dust workplace from top to bottom JEFF 11:30pm

WASH Clean contaminants (dust, dirt or other debris) JANET 11:45pm

EMPTY GARBAGE Properly dispose of work-area garbage collected in cans ROBIN 11:45pm

RESTOCK Ready inventory, tools, and equipment for next shift PHIL 11:50pm

5S WeeKLY Team LeaDer Shine DUTieS (SWing-ShifT)

manage DeSCripTion Team LeaDer DaY/Time 
 (30 min)

MEET Team Leaders and workers resolve issues and share successes LINDA Mon/4pm

INSPECT Review work-area conditions and document issues LINDA Tue/12pm

REPAIR Direct workers in painting visible surfaces where necessary ROBERT Wed/5pm

REVIEW Worker daily duty schedule, adjusted where necessary LYNN Thur/4pm

REFILL Ensure workers have proper cleaning supplies for work areas ROBERT Fri/4pm

Post weekly duty lists in 5S Team Leader work areas:

5S monThLY Team LeaDer Shine meeTingS (SWing-ShifT)

manage DeSCripTion Team LeaDer DaY/Time 
 (30 min)

SCHEDULE Organize and manage 5S Committee Meeting ROBERT 2nd Tue/4pm

REVIEW Hold progress evaluation to discuss and resolve issues LYNN 3rd Tue/4pm

FORMULATE Look to improve current processes ALL LEADERS 3rd Thur/4pm

SHARE Inform workers of new implementations and seek feedback LINDA 3rd Thur/11pm

IMPLEMENT Seek management approval on changes and implement LINDA 3rd Fri/4pm

Post monthly duty lists in 5S Team Leader work areas:
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SteP fOuR: StAndARdize

Put StAndARdize into Action:
1. Managers meet regularly with workers to review the 

5S System.

2. Implement employee-provided ideas once 
management approves.

3. Allow flexibility in 5S by providing room for continual 
adjustments.

4. Involve internal system leaders, such as ISO 
managers, in 5S to reduce system redundancies and 
improve support.

5. Update documentation to reflect system changes. 
Ensure 5S labels and signs describe new processes 
and methods.

Create posters and banners for wayfinding, training, 
safety messages, and public notices.

Call for supply 
options - available in 
23" and 36" widths.

Call or visit us online today for more information!
877.534.5157 | EchoPrinter.com

BPA FREE 

R

ECYCLABLE

Quick and easy 
Scan and enlarge a document or print from a computer

print from anywhere 
Network-ready—use it from anywhere in the building

Low Cost 
Costs less to buy, and less to use, than competing systems

environmentally friendly
Premium paper supply is BPA-free, and 
is recyclable all the way down to its 
cardboard core
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Large Format Printer & Enlarger | by Graphic Products, Inc.

Display progress charts, track achievements, and set facility goals.
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SorT impLemenTaTion CheCKLiST QUiCK referenCe STepS

___ Review current visual communication standards

___ Set visual communication standards for conformance and 
uniformity

___ Document new visual communication standards

___ Post new standards at all locations where labels and signs 
are made

___ Assure supplies and printers are available to produce proper 
labels

___ Meet with employees regularly to review 5S

___ Implement manager-approved ideas immediately

___ Continual adjustments made, allowing 5S to evolve

___ Involve other facility system leaders (such as “ISO” 
managers)

___ Duty calendar updated for suitable long-term use

___ Workers notified of newly implemented standards

___ Managers notified of all standards

___ All standards properly posted near areas of use and 
coverage

___ Input continually sought from workers

___ New worker training formally incorporates 5S education

___ Record duty task times

___ Photograph current work area conditions

1 STanDarDiZe preparaTion

A. Assign tasks and formalize as policy

B. 5S System reviews are held regularly

C. Allow for continual adjustments

D. Involve other internal system leaders

2 DeVeLop CommUniCaTion

A. Share employee feedback with managers

B. Document worker feedback

C. Rapidly implement management approved ideas

D. Point out issues found for immediate correction

3 Begin impLemenTaTion

A. Share worker feedback with managers

B. Seek management approval

C. Rapidly implement management approved ideas

D. Continue to seek feedback from employees

4 heLp 5S To groW 5 Keep eVerYone inVoLVeD

A. Assure all managers are participating

B. Develop list of processes/systems already in place

C. Involve other process/system leaders

D. Integrate 5S into other existing activities

A. Encourage open dialog in all discussions

B. Assure employees feel involved in the system

C. Listen to ideas and take notes

D. Continue to allow for adjustments

regULar WorK DUTY TaSK TimeS

name  Duty Time (min:Sec)

Work area Date initials

SteP fOuR: StAndARdize

StAndARdize - RefeRenCe fORm 4 goal:   Establish a formal 5S System policy
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dedicate to Sustain
Workers should now be expected to routinely complete 
assigned 5S duties with little supervision. 5S duty schedules 
and posted procedures must be maintained to help promote 
continued self-management and reduce confusion. Integrate 
5S education into existing new worker training programs. 
Workers will be expected to understand 5S from their first day 
on the job. Although 5S now functions autonomously, team 
leaders should never let their guard down and assertively 
monitor the system for issues. 5S leaders must work to 
set examples by following through on scheduled work-area 
inspections. Team leaders and other facility managers should 
have access to 5S calendars, listing meeting dates and 
times. A dedication to sustaining the system will become 
a catalyst for continued 5S success and inspire workers to 
embrace the 5S System.

Progress evaluations
Monthly work-area progress evaluations are another 
important element of Sustain. These evaluations provide 
5S team leaders and other managers an avenue to gauge 
successes. A custom rating system will help provide workers 
with the feedback they need to make improvements where 
necessary.

Progress evaluations are generally based on issues and 
successes documented during weekly work-area inspections. 
Awarding points for achieving goals will help accurately track 
work area progress. 5S team leaders may wish to award 
one point per duty when cleanliness standards are achieved 
and deduct two points when standards are not achieved. 

Workers will eventually complete duties based on how points 
are awarded or deducted. Always explain why points were 
deducted so a worker knows where to improve.

Point System
Remember to be fair when awarding and deducting points. 
Workers will continue to support the 5S system so long as 
they feel scoring accurately reflects their performance. To 
eliminate doubt, workers should always see how co-workers 
are rated. This can be accomplished by posting scores within 
work areas after each inspection. Monthly totals and yearly 
goals can be included. 

Revisit Steps
Now that the final step in implementation is nearing 
completion, go back and photograph the conditions of all 
work areas and re-record worker routine-task times. Make 
sure to collect current figures for production, profit, injury, 
and expenditures. Where possible, organize this data by work 
area and begin transferring ratings to spreadsheets. Use 
graphs and charts to provide workers and managers easy-to-
understand visual progress reports.

 SteP five: SuStAin
Sustaining 5S is the final step in implementation and helps maintain the system for the life of the facility. Previous steps should 
now be embedded into daily operations. Sustaining them keeps 5S functioning efficiently and providing maximum facility 
organization and efficiency.

Identifying 5S 
work areas helps 
workers recognize 
the areas they are 
responsible for. 

5S monThLY progreSS eVaLUaTionS (SWing-ShifT)
reVieW DeSCripTion Team LeaDer  DaY/Time 

STORAGE Have items been returned to proper storage locations?

LINDA
Last day of 

month/11pm

SWEEPING Is work area swept and dusted from top to bottom?

WASHING  Are contaminants (dust, dirt or other debris) removed?

GARBAGE Has garbage been properly disposed of in work area?

RESTOCKING Are inventory, tools and equipment restocked for next shift?
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SteP five: SuStAin

visual Progress
Once a data collection system has been standardized, 
goals for individual work areas and entire facilities can be 
presented. Banners and signs, displaying 5S progress, should 
be placed at strategic locations to help workers visualize 
goals and feel they are achievable.

Maintaining an open dialog with workers is critical for 5S 
team leaders. Regular support and reassurance reinforces 
the system so each worker feels they are truly benefiting from 
its implementation.

Expanding the use of 5S beyond the work area is another 
excellent way to help sustain the system. When used 
in facility offices and other external departments, the 
importance of sustaining 5S is universally understood and 
receives even greater support. When goals are achieved, 
immediately communicate these successes to all work-area 
personnel. Internal publications, awards, signs, and even 
banners are all excellent devices to recognize achievements. 
Once workers feel good about their contributions, they will be 
motivated to sustain 5S and suggest improvements.

Progress tracking, as described in Standardize, can now be 
applied in each 5S step. When workers regularly see status 
reports and achievement goals, they’re much more likely to 
achieve them. Start by posting results in work areas so 5S 
scores are seen daily.

Put SuStAin into Action:
1. Provide workers formal calendars for work area 

inspections and meetings.

2. Hold scheduled work-area meetings and inspections.

3. Continue to document worker feedback and implement 
once management approved.

4. Communicate 5S successes using internal publications, 
signs, awards, and banners.

5. Look to workers for 5S improvements and monitor 
success.

6. Record duty task-times again and compare to earlier 
times.

Posting achievements within facilities will promote continual 
improvement.

A sample bar graph displays achievement scores for an individual 
month. These are used to recognize facility-wide achievement.
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SteP five: SuStAin

SUSTain CheCKLiST QUiCK referenCe STepS

___ Provide employees inspection and meeting calendar
___ Hold scheduled work-area meetings and inspections
___ Continue to document worker feedback
___ Communicate successes with awards and banners
___ Consider implementing an internal 5S publication
___ Continue to regularly meet with other 5S team leaders
___ Rotate facility-wide 5S team leader management duties
___ Record duty task times periodically
___ Photograph work-area conditions periodically
___ Store 5S records in a scrap book or electronic file
___ Include photographs in progress reports
___ Review facility progress
___ Periodically post results on facility-wide “Achievement Board”
___ Periodically review 5S team leader duties

1 SUSTain preparaTion

A. Design calendars for each work area

B. Include general tasks in calendar

C. Assure visual accessibility to calendar

D. Update as necessary

2 hoLD regULar meeTingS

A. Formalize work-area meetings

B. Conclude meetings with inspections

C. Address concerns during meetings

D. Implement approved employee ideas

3 LooK To WorK-area perSonneL for iDeaS 4 CommUniCaTe SUCCeSSeS

A. Maintain an “open door policy”

B. Involve employees in finding issue solutions

C. Document employee suggestions

D. Implement management-approved suggestions

A. Communicate successes immediately

B. Utilize internal publications and awards

C. Display successes with graphs

D. Continuously look for 5S success

regULar WorK DUTY TaSK TimeS

name  Duty Time (min:Sec)

Work area Date initials

SuStAin - RefeRenCe fORm 5 goal:   Formalize 5S System work area policy

Graphic Products®, DuraLabel®, PathFinder®, Toro®, Bronco® and Lobo® are Registered Trademarks of Graphic Products, Inc. ©2010, 2016. Graphic Products, Inc. 
grants a limited revocable right to reuse portions of the material contained herein for non-commercial, internal, and educational/training use. Any use beyond 
that described here requires the written consent of Graphic Products, Inc. Licensee agrees to reproduce the Trademark, Copyright, and Legal disclaimers in all 
works created under this license.
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...because signs aren’t for buildings,  
they’re for people. 
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See how DuraLabel can help your 
5S program. Scan this QR code.


